The Vision Room
A gathering of resources and tools to help leaders clearly think ahead
http://visionroom.com

How to Achieve Break-Thru with Your Team
What if two days with your team could change the trajectory of your church?
You are invited to an exclusive gathering limited to 25 church teams at three different
cities around an important break-thru topic. Each topic is a critical factor in reaching and
discipling people for real church growth. Keep in mind this is not a conference! It is a workshop
+ coaching process to bring permanent change to the performance of your ministry. That’s
what Auxano is all about: deep and lasting culture change based on your vision. It's Auxano's
Boot Camp Series.
Boot Camp Topics and Locations
Pastoral Succession - Dallas, TX
Leadership Pipeline - Houston, TX
Guest Experience - Charlotte, NC
The Story Behind the Boot Camp
For the last 16 years Auxano has developed an amazing toolbox in three key areas for every
church that goes through our vision process: A guest perspective evaluation, a leadership
pipeline build-out, and a pastoral succession roadmap. Now, for the first time, we are bringing
those insights, tools and how-to’s to church leaders whether you are going through a vision
process or not. Each topic is built on a history of team facilitation and best practices from
leading churches of every faith tribe and every size.
Each Boot Camp Features
2-days of training with two master trainers
Transferable tools for immediate application in the Fall
Follow-up coaching for feedback and implementation support
A notebook with how-to templates and examples from model churches
A memory making team experience that makes growing your church fun
Break-thru Guarantee
If your attend with your team and find that the Auxano Boot Camp is not the best training you
have ever received in the subject matter, we will give you a 100% refund.
Early Bird Special
Take advantage of a 15% discount if you register before July 17! Use the code EarlyBird15
when registering.
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